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Aurexia is proud to
introduce LIGHTHOUSE, our
regulatory horizon scanning
and rule traceability
solution.

REG SCANNING & TRACEABILITY

Regulatory Horizon Scanning has become

Firms are increasingl y expected to evidence

a critical activit y for firms, as the volume

how they have implemented and achieved

of regulatory alerts and publications

compliance with each of rule that is

increases.

applicable to them.

Horizon Scanning

Traceability

Our solution is more than a data feed of the

Our solution will enable you to map rules to

regulators that are relevant to you. We

your internal policies, procedures, and

provide high-quality technical anal ysi s, a

controls; and to document applicabilit y at

flexible workflow and a smart dashboard that

different level s. This is supported by a flexible

will enable you to monitor, process and

workflow and a smart dashboard that will help

manage regulatory developments more

you manage the end -to-end process more

efficiently.

efficiently.

If you would like to discuss our solution in more detail and see a demonstration of its key
functionalities, please reach out to our team at expertise.lux@ aurexi a. com.

For any additional information, please contact :

Alain de CIDRAC
Partner
alain.decidrac@aurexia.com
+ 352 691 121 832
21, Rue Glesener,
1631, Luxembourg

PARIS – LONDON – LUXEMBOURG – HONG KONG – SINGAPORE
www.aurexia.com
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